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	Title: Clover and Oxalis Management in Lawns
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: If you have a bermudagrass lawn, then it’s easy to see weeds growing in your lawn right now.  Since the bermudagrass is dormant all the weeds show up bright and green.  Chances are you see a couple of green grasses, like the delicate annual bluegrass (Poa annua) or the coarser Italian ryegrass.  Both of these will die out in summer, so just keep mowing them down.  Now go look at the broadleaf weeds in the lawn.  Do some of them look like miniature 4 leaf clovers, except that there are only 3 leaf parts?  Okay then you might have a clover growing in your grass lawn, but then again, you might not.  What else could it be, you ask?  Well, it could also be creeping woodsorrel, Oxalis corniculata, often called “that darn oxalis”.  Flowers of creeping woodsorrel can be found almost year round and have five small yellow petals that form at the ends of slender flower stalks.  Seed pods look like mini okra with 10-50 seeds inside.  As pods ripen, they burst open expelling seeds a good 10 feet from the mother plant.  Seeds are sticky and rough, so they stay where they land.  Most germination occurs in fall, plants grow during winter and in spring a blanket of yellow flowers blooms in the lawn.  New roots develop along creeping stems.  If the plant is pulled out, the rootstock often breaks off and remains in the soil, allowing the perennial plant to regrow.  How to tell oxalis from clover?  Okay, so now you are curious.  Look at the leaves again.  Oxalis leaves are composed of 3 heart-shaped leaflets.  A clover leaf is composed of 3 oval-shaped leaflets whose margins are finely toothed and veins are prominent.  Flowers are small and bright yellow, but they are “pealike” flowers with non-uniform petals and are borne in a cluster at stem end.  Two of our most common annual clovers are black medic (seed pods are smooth) and CA bur clover (seed pods curl into a tight, spiny bur).  There are lots more clovers, but two prevail here: white clover leaflets are larger than annual clovers and distinguished by white markings. Strawberry clover has pink flower clusters and no white markings on leaflets.  These clovers are particularly attractive to bees. Like oxalis, white and strawberry clovers also have a creeping stem system that roots at the joints in the stem, forming large clumps.  These two clovers are sometimes seeded with turfgrass seed to reduce the need for nitrogen fertilizer application.  Clover plants have the ability to convert atmospheric nitrogen into a form that they can use to grow.  That is why clover can maintain a dark green color even under low nitrogen fertility.  Lawns growing in soil that is low in nitrogen may receive supplemental nitrogen from old clover plants as their roots die and decay.  More school lawns would be a mix of clover and grasses were it not for a couple of items:  During the flowering period, bees are attracted to clover blooms and people may be stung.  Secondly burclover burs are a problem for people walking barefoot and when they become attached to clothing and pet fur. 
	Page 2: Cultural practices which hinder clover and oxalis.  Fertilize clover laden lawns when the lawn is actively growing and the turf will become more competitive against the clovers and the clovers will have a harder time invading. Scientists have tried everything to discourage oxalis with cultural practices, but nothing seems to hinder it.  It thrives in wet, dry, shade, sun, fertilized and unfertilized areas.  The best defense against oxalis is to not let it get a foothold in your lawn.  I regularly walk my lawn hand pulling any small plants that move in from my neighbor’s yard.  I look in flowering shrubs for larger plants. Herbicides, the last resort:  In cool-season lawns, Turflon is very effective on existing oxalis and clovers.  Be aware that it damages warm season lawns, like bermuda and St. Augustinegrass.  For these lawns use the three and four way broadleaf weed killers, containing 2,4-D, MCPP, dicamba, and 2,4-DP or MSMA or carfentrazone.  All the major companies market some kind of product for oxalis control like Gordon’s SpeedZone or Trimec Plus, Cooke’s Spurge, Oxalis & Dandelion Killer, or Bayer’s All in One Weed Killer for Lawns.  Just make sure that it can be used in your kind of lawn and that creeping woodsorrel is listed on the label or you are wasting your money, your time, and our environment.  To keep oxalis seeds from germinating use a preemergent herbicide.  Barricade (prodiamine), Dimension (dithiopyr), and Pendulum or Scott’s Halts (pendimethalin) are effective.  The key to a more permanent control of oxalis is to apply preemergent herbicide in spring and fall and spot spray with postemergent herbicides as needed.  Then it is up to you to maintain a vigorous and healthy lawn without overdoing the water and fertilizer. 
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